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WATERPROOFING TAPE THAT PERMANENTLY BONDS AND SEALS TO ALMOST ANY SURFACE
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SIMPLE, RAPID
REPAIRS FOR ROOFS
● Permanently   bonds   and   seals   to   almost    every
    construction   material
● Rapidly   creates   long   lasting   roof   repairs
● Completely   bitumen   free
● Even   seals   and   repairs   single   ply   roofing   membranes
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High performance waterproofing tape

SIMPLE, RAPID REPAIRS FOR ROOFS
Rooflock Tape is an extremely high performance, all-purpose waterproofing tape that permanently bonds and seals to
almost any surface.

Rooflock Tape is rapidly seals leaks in roofing membranes, gutters and flashings.  It is widely used in the roofing and
maintenance industries as a very high performance, long term roof leak repair product, a permanent sealant between
dissimilar single ply membranes, as a gutter sealant, or even a general repair tape.

Featuring Microsealant   pressure-sensitive adhesive technology, Rooflock Tape is completely bitumen free and
creates a waterproof seal in only minutes.

HOW ROOFLOCK TAPE WORKS
Rooflock Tape features the unique and innovative Microsealant   adhesive backing that permanently seals to almost
every construction material.

Microsealant   is a pressure activated adhesive that uses firm pressure from a roller during installation to initiate the
bond.  This creates a very fast and easy method of sealing and waterproofing any kind of non-pressurised leak,
including leaks in roofing membranes, gutters and flashings.

As Microsealant   contains synthetic rubbers, with no butyl or bitumen, it does not dry out with age or exposure to UV
light, and has an anticipated life span of over 10 years.

Rooflock Tape even looks great too, with a smooth top finish in light grey, black or white.

Create longer lasting roof repairs with Rooflock Tape - a self adhesive tape for roof
waterproofing and repairs.
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SUITABLE SUBSTRATES

ü Aluminium
ü Copper
ü Glass
ü EPDM, TPO &
 aged PVC single
  ply membranes
ü SBS bitumen

ü Fibre cement
ü Clay tiles
ü Lead
ü Timber
ü Slate
ü Fibreglass

BENEFITS

●

●
●
●

-  long term economical solution
●
●

-  EPDM, TPO and aged PVC
●

-  requires no specialist knowledge or trades
●

-  no heat required for installation

 Rooflock Tape (like almost everything else!) does
not bond securely to silicone.

Rooflock   and Microsealant   are registered trademarks
of Rooflock.

®

®

®

® ®

ü Asphalt
ü Concrete
ü Masonry
ü Fibre cement
ü Clay tiles
ü Lead
ü Masonry

®
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ROOFLOCK 1000 TAPE
Rooflock 1000 Tape is designed for making rapid, permanent seals
to areas where the aesthetic finish is important, creating a smooth
finish to the finished area.  It produces a superior seal that is UV
stable, waterproof and air tight.  NB: Rooflock Tape Primer must
be used for all porous surfaces, including concrete, masonry, fibre
cement, felt, asphalt and timber
Thickness 0.8mm

ROOFLOCK 1100 TAPE (BLACK) - extra thick adhesive
Rooflock 1100 Tape has all the benefits of Rooflock 1000 Tape,
with the addition of a 1.5mm thickness adhesive sealant backing,
making this product ideal for applications to mineral surfaced felt
roofs.  Creates a smooth, UV stable finish to the finished area.  NB:
Rooflock Tape Primer must be used for all porous surfaces,
including concrete, masonry, fibre cement, felt, asphalt and timber.
Thickness 1.5mm

ROOFLOCK 1500 TAPE
Rooflock 1500 Tape has a woven polyester carrier strip that makes
it perfect for making repairs to an existing roof system prior to
application of a liquid applied roof coating system.  It is very flexible,
allowing it to be easily formed over irregular surfaces such as
fastener heads or standing seams.  NB: Rooflock 1500 Tape must
be coated with a UV stable liquid waterproofing system after
installation.
Thickness 0.8mm

ROOFLOCK 2000 TAPE - double sided
Rooflock 2000 Tape is a very simple, easy to use double sided
sealant tape that can be used to create a permanent waterproof
seal between 2 surfaces. It can also be twisted into a rope and used
to seal around gaps and voids in wall penetrations.
Thickness 1.5mm

ROOFLOCK TAPE SURFACE CLEANER & PRIMER
Rooflock Tape Surface Cleaner is formulated to clean all
construction surfaces prior to application of Rooflock Tape.
Rooflock Tape Primer is specially formulated to promote adhesion
on porous or dusty surfaces, such as concrete, masonry, fibre
cement, felt, asphalt or timber.  Do not use Rooflock Tape Primer
on PVC roofs.

RL 1000 50 x 7.5 G 50mm x 7.5m 12

RL 1000 50 x 15 G 50mm x 15m 12

RL 1000 100 x 7.5 G 100mm x 7.5m 6

RL 1000 100 x 15 G 100mm x 15m 6

RL 1000 150 x 7.5 G 150mm x 7.5m 4

RL 1000 150 x 15 G 150mm x 15m 4

RL 1100 100 x 7.5 B 100mm x 7.5m 6

RL 1100 150 x 7.5 B 150mm x 7.5m 4

RL 1500 50 x 15 50mm x 15m 6

RL 1500 75 x 15 75mm x 15m 4

RL 1500 100 x 15 100mm x 15m 4

RL 1500 150 x 15 150mm x 15m 4

RL 2000 50 x 15 50mm x 15m 12

RL 2000 75 x 15 75mm x 15m 8

RL TAPE CLEANER Spray 500ml 8

RL TAPE PRIMER Spray 400ml 12
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Email sales@rooflock.com with your details
and one of our trained sales staff will contact

you to discuss your requirements.

REGISTER YOUR
INTEREST TODAY
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